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The fantasy drama begins when players die and end their lives in the real world, just as the Land
Beyond, a world that only they can enter, disappears. To reach the Land Beyond, players must find
and unlock the Gate of Truth in Elden, a mysterious land that carries with it the power to save people
who die. When Elden heroes agree to become the Lords of the lands beyond, they are granted a
fixed amount of life and are granted a new life once they die. Now the Land Beyond can be saved
through alliances and cooperation. As they advance through the town of Elden, players will be able
to go on a quest across all of this world. ABOUT SOLOMINE GAME www.solomine.com Solomine is
known for its unique development environment, winning worldwide praise as the authority in
developing games for tablets. The company represents a strong player in the global video game
market and is currently ranked No. 4 among global video game developers in terms of annual sales.
Safe Harbor Statement: Solomine Games Corp. is the publisher of Rise of Tarnished. Solomine
Games Corp. and Solomine Eurovision S.A. are associated companies under the same ownership.
The statements, products and services made available by Solomine Games Corp. may contain
product information, company secrets and/or limited release, which are subject to change without
notice by Solomine Games Corp. prior to the initial public release of any product developed by
Solomine Games Corp. This press release may also contain forward looking statements which are
based on facts and/or other third party data, and assumptions made by Solomine Games Corp.
Solomine Games Corp. makes no guarantee of these statements, including but not limited to any
claim of accuracy or completeness. The information provided by Solomine Games Corp. is based on
our beliefs and on information currently available to Solomine Games Corp. There is no
representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of said information. The availability
and content of the information on the Website and in the mobile applications, forum and other areas
of the Internet should not be relied on as a substitute for professional medical advice. Rise of
Tarnished A Game Assembled by Players Development Lead Shunpo Kobayashi (President and Chief
Executive Officer of Solomine) PROS AND CONS OF ASYNCHRON

Elden Ring Features Key:
CLASSES: - Main six classes
MOVEMENT: - Action RPG elements with additional restrictions
HERO CLASSES - Choose from two new classes
SIZE/SINGLE-PLAYER: - Option to play the game alone or with others
CAST/ABILITY: - 30 permanent spells
LIVING WORLD: - A diverse world with various environments and settings
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COLLECTION: - New monsters, weapons, and accessories to collect
ROLE-PLAY: - A role-playing experience with daily activities and interactions for your character
MULTIPLAYER: - Fighting and team coordination with real players
DIFFICULTY LEVELS: - Multiple game modes based on your skill level

Elden Ring maps:
Large scale outdoor maps with many monsters
Small scale indoor maps filled with gears to provide a special sense of immersion

Elden Ring guilds:
Guilds where players can play together in the game

Elden Ring news:
Official Website (English)
Official Facebook (in Japanese only, use the Global version)
Official Twitter (in Japanese only, use the Global version)

Elden Ring trailer:
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